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Journey to the Center of Prague! "If European cities
were a necklace, Prague would be a diamond
among the pearls." -Jean-Claude Adéméci And
there's no city in the world quite like Prague, Czech
Republic! And for a limited time, Passport to
European Travel Guides offers this comprehensive,
yet quick and concise, 5-day guide to Prague-home
to "Fred and Ginger"-among a few other things!
5-Day Travel Guide to Unforgettable Czech Travel
Have no idea where to start? Or maybe you have
some idea but could use a treasure trove of great
insider tips? Well, read on! You see, we know your
trip begins long before you even book the flight, so
this guide is chock full of dynamite tips on everything
you need to know BEFORE you go-and much, much
more you'll thank us for! Passport to European
Travel Guides Features: * Dynamite Insider Tips-for
tourists! We give you the scoop on everything from
local etiquette to saving money! * 5-Day Suggested
Itinerary-cover the best spots the city has to offer in
5 magical days! * Luxury Sleeps, Luxury Eats-our
best recommendations for ultimate luxury in Prague
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* Budget Sleeps, Budget Eats-best spots for
travelers on a budget * Map-of Prague * City
Snapshot-language, currency, airports, country code
+ more! * Before You Go-there are some things you
need to know! * Getting in the Mood-with a few great
films and books to enjoy before you go! * Local
Tourist Information-where to find it once you're on
the ground in Prague * Overview-of Prague * Czech
Phrases For Emergencies-least you'll know how to
holler, "Help!" * Climate + Best Times to Travel-to
Prague * All About Tours-By bike, boat, bus or
special interest and walking tours + our top
recommendations with links and more! * Prague
Nightlife-the best bars, clubs, live music, theater and
dancing * Lots more-we aim to get you in the know!
Ride the hilarious roller coaster with Glen Stanford
as he follows Steve Scott's plan in "How to Write a
Nonfiction e-Book in 21 Days " Not one to let the
writing process cramp his style, this ukulele-playing
bluegrass-singing YouTube sensation (32 views and
counting) juggles his new-found fame with
astonishing persistence to produce not one, but two
works of genius. This is the true story. The (secret)
recipe for success: Writer's buzz - 1oz Sleepless
nights - 2oz Tenacity (and beer) - 7 (units left
deliberately vague) Irreverence and political
incorrectness - to taste Espresso - administered
intravenously - 55 gal Pizza (1/2 pepperoni, 1/2
mushroom) - 37 slices Humility - a whole bunch
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Blend and enjoy.
A song book that highlights that inside everyone
there is a perfect and loving heart, and that if we
uncover our perfection and recognise it in others we
can change the world for the better. The song takes
you through the personal journey of a little monster
who discovers his self worth is not defined by his
physical characteristics or by the definitions placed
on him by others, but by how he allows his light and
love to shine. Once he understands his own value he
is able to see the perfection in others even when
they are hurtful. He then goes on to show that if we
all recognised the perfection in each other and acted
from a place of love we can change the world to a
better place. "Let us live the perfection that we are
and uncover ourselves to shine like a star. Our
potential never stops to spread love on this earth, it
is why we are here, it is the reason for our birth."
*NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER* A captivating
and inspiring guide to building an untouchable
empire from mud to marble, no matter what
obstacles stand in the way Rick Ross is a hip-hop
icon and a towering figure in the business world, but
his path to success was not always easy. Despite
adversity and setbacks, Ross held tight to his vision
and never settled for anything less than greatness.
Now, for the first time, he shares his secrets to
success, offering his own life as a road map to
readers looking to build their own empire. Along the
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way he reveals: How to turn your ambition into action
Tips for managing and investing your money Inside
stories from his business and music ventures Why
failure is central to success Secrets to handling
stressful situations How to build the perfect team As
Ross explains, “It doesn’t matter what’s going on.
Even the most dire situation is just another
opportunity to boss up.”Intimate, insightful and
brimming with no-nonsense advice, The Perfect
Time to Boss Up is the ideal book for hustlers
everywhere.
Itinerary-Activities-Accommodations-CampgroundsRestaurants-Maps-Readings-Web sites-Also, Four-Day
Tours-Everything you'll need!
Greg Gilmore fought hard against returning to Hershey,
PA. He has trouble breathing in a town with so many
Morrisons running around. Janine Morris, a woman as
deeply entrenched in secrets and special military skills
as him, only adds to his discomfort. Keeping his family
safe is his number one goal. So why do Janine's haunted
amber eyes keep enticing him to throw away all his cares
and concerns to join forces with a woman who could
bring all his enemies right down on the Morrison Family?
Another day another drama as the saga continues. Asia
Harrington had no idea of what she was getting into
when she got with a married business owner name,
Bryce Fowler. But, she soon will learn the hard way like
most side chicks do. Bryce didn't exactly get away
unscathed and now he's reaping from the poisonous
seeds that he has sowed. Shay has been losing so long
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that she just
might win. Annalise is on her India Arie and
ready for love, but can Ashley say the same? Sierra
thought she would get her happy ending but will it be
with the one she first gave her heart too? Watch the
drama unfold when what happened last night turns into
what's happening now?
ATTENTION TRAINERS: It's Not About YOU - It's About
the LEARNER! What is the biggest mistake a trainer can
make? Quite simply, it is focusing all of their efforts on
themselves and not their students! Many inexperienced
trainers fall into this trap, but it doesn't have to happen to
you! This book provides easy-to-execute examples that,
when utilized, will make any rookie trainer look like a
seasoned pro in just one day! You will learn how to
structure the classroom experience in such a positive
way that I guarantee it will make a difference in your
professional life and in the lives of your participants. The
techniques outlined in this book will help you to become
the Great Trainer you have always wanted to be because although good trainers may know these
methods, Great Trainers make it happen! Inside, you will
discover how to: -Create an inviting physical and
emotional learning environment for your students. An
inviting learning environment leads to higher levels of
participation, retention, and on-the-job application! -Be
less of an instructor and more of a "Tour Guide." Utilizing
tour guide techniques will make your class anything-butordinary, causing people to look forward to your next
event! -Utilize Great Trainer techniques whether you're
facilitating a 5-day course, a 60-minute training session,
or a 15-minute presentation! -Apply the techniques that
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will help you
go WACCO for your participants - without
spending a dime! Get on the road to continuous training
improvement and start reading!
A twisted young medical student kidnaps the girl of his
dreams and embarks on a dark and delirious road trip
across Brazil in the English-language debut of Brazil's
most celebrated young crime writer. Teo Avelar is a
loner. He lives with his paraplegic mother and her dog in
Rio de Janeiro, he doesn't have many friends, and the
only time he feels honest human emotion is in the
presence of his medical school cadaver—that is, until he
meets Clarice. She's almost his exact opposite: exotic,
spontaneous, unafraid to speak her mind. An aspiring
screenwriter, she's working on a screenplay called
Perfect Days about three friends who go on a road trip
across Brazil in search of romance. Teo is obsessed. He
begins to stalk her, first following her to her university,
then to her home, and when she ultimately rejects him,
he kidnaps her and they embark upon their very own
twisted odyssey across Brazil, tracing the same route
outlined in her screenplay. Through it all, Teo is certain
that time is all he needs to prove to Clarice that they are
made for each other, that time is all he needs to make
her fall in love with him. But as the journey progresses,
he digs himself deeper and deeper into a pit that he can't
get out of, stopping at nothing to ensure that no one gets
in the way of their life together. Both tense and lurid, and
brimming with suspense from the very first page, Perfect
Days is a psychological thriller in the vein of Patricia
Highsmith's The Talented Mr. Ripley—a chilling journey in
the passenger seat with a psychopath, and the English
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of one of Brazil's most deliciously dark
young writers.
Zak George is a new type of dog trainer. A dynamic YouTube
star and Animal Planet personality with a fresh approach, Zak
helps you to tailor train to your dog's unique traits and energy
level--leading to quicker results and a much happier pet.
Packed with everything you need to know to raise and care
for your dog, this book will help you communicate and bond
with one another in a way that makes training easier, more
rewarding, and--most of all--fun!
17 Times Amazon Best Seller is giving YOU his Complete
System! Not only that, he's also giving you his FREE
COURSE and the exact Skeleton File (already formatted!) he
personally uses for publishing on Kindle! Has he lost it
completely? Most likely, but he swears otherwise! He has this
stupid idea that if he gives you exactly what you need to solve
your problems you might just stick around. By the way,
because he has this delusion that you should always put your
money where your mouth is, he actually shows you the video
where you can see his 17 Amazon Best Sellers. Bananas!
He's no saint, though! If you get his FREE COURSE he will
try to sell you his complete, over-the-shoulder, professional
Course down the line! He offers it for a crazy affordable price
and he doesn't even try to upsell you anything. This lunatic
believes in transparency and providing real value. These are
the worst scumbags! The craziest part is that, even if you
don't buy anything else, this book ALONE will give you
EVERYTHING you need to publish your book on Amazon
from A to Z! This is what I'll teach you: Choosing the Right
Topic: The best way to earn a lot of money while having a
sense of purpose! Market Research: Learn how to get
inspiration and improve your own book by looking at the right
places! Title Creation: Learn how to get readers bursting with
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curiosity and
lining to get your book first! Writing Your Book:
The fastest way to structure your book all the way to the end!
Outsourcing: If you don't want to write it, learn how to
outsource it the right way and end up with a masterpiece!
Cover Creation: Do it yourself easily and for free OR Get a
professional graphic designer to do it for $5! Description,
Categories & Keywords: Learn the AIDA Formula for magic
descriptions and know all the secrets to stand out! Formatting
and Publishing your Kindle EBook: I will provide you with the
same skeleton file I personally use (already formatted! ) and I
will show you, step-by-step, how to publish your Kindle book
the right way! Formatting and Publishing your Paperback
Book: Learn how to publish the paperback version for FREE!
I will teach how to get an already formatted template and
show you, step-by-step, how to publish your physical book
the right way! Free Promotions and Getting Reviews: I will
teach you how to set up a free promotion so you can get up
to thousands of downloads and honest reviews that will make
your book stand miles apart from your competitors! Important
Resources: Make your author's page shine and learn about
the new world of audiobooks! Explode Your Business: What
millionaire authors are really doing behind the scenes! Where
to Learn More: The only 2 affordable and honest places you
should go to! This is the system you've been dreaming about
for finally publishing your book and get your work into the
World! Scroll Up and Get It Now!
Encourage your child to play hidden pictures in order to
encourage object constancy skills, which fules the ability to
determine pictures based on their features. This means that
regardless of how an artist interprets an apple, your child will
also recognize it as an apple. So what are you waiting for?
Play hidden pictures today!
Caleb faces two key questions in his 23rd year: can he be
happy with a retail career that falls short of his artistic dreams,
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should be the focus of his neurotically awkward
dating life?Fellow mall worker Leah should be a blonde ray of
sunshine, but she is overshadowed when teenage crush
Sophie unexpectedly returns to Caleb's life.The Perfect Hours
explores the ever-present battle between the urge to dream
and the safety of settling. It's about how the moments when
everything is right make all the struggle and uncertainty
worthwhile.
An international phenomenon now available in America for
the first time, this quick, no-nonsense guide is all you need to
get your child to sleep through the night (pillow not included).
These days, most books on improving your child’s sleep take
either a tough-love approach (ignore crying) or a soothing
strategy (offer continuous comfort). But now an internationally
renowned sleep expert provides a middle-ground method that
will have your child sleeping through the night at any age. Dr.
Eduard Estivill’s no-fail technique focuses on a mixture of
authority, ritual, and reward. Parents can end negative cycles
of resistance and wakefulness and feel as rested as their
child will by following these expert tips: • Adopt a firm and
confident attitude (your child will pick up on your mood). •
Use meals as a cue to announce your child’s next nap or
nighttime sleep. • Incorporate appropriate elements (such as
a stuffed animal or a pacifier) at bedtime so your child will not
rely on you as a vital part of the sleep process. • Reinforce
the contrast between light (day) and dark (night). • Never
punish children by making them go to bed (it sends the wrong
message about sleep time). • Learn what to say before—and
after—the light is turned off. Complete with special techniques
to use with newborns, plus an invaluable question-andanswer section that addresses specific concerns (children
sleeping in their parents’ bed, how divorced parents can
work together, special-needs children), this sanity-saving
guide promises sweet dreams for all.
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America'sATest
Kitchen aggregates many years of cookie
baking knowledge, breaking down key steps and recipe
techniques in this comprehensive cookbook that features
recipes for any cookie you can dream up--from favorite
cookie jar classics to new and unique cookies, brownies,
bars, and candies for any occasion.
Hairnanigans. Friendship. Big Dreams. The previously
scheduled life Maya Hatton planned has been
interrupted for an emergency broadcast announcement.
A news station manager threatens to destroy over twenty
years of brand and image building with a new contract
from hell. Her husband Roddreccus moved into the
rental property and refuses to move home without
explanation. Instead of finding confidence, fun, and
freedom as she enters her mid-fifties she’s faced with
crises. Fans believed she had it all together but her
dream team lost a member, a villain hijacked her fairy
tale marriage and now she needs to remember how to
be the Maya everyone thinks she is or lose the best thing
she ever had. Natural Sistahs series is written by an
African American author whose chosen her natural hair
since 1998. While one of many indie published black
authors she considers her books appropriate for the
women's fiction category though most would be shelved
in the black fiction, black books, African American
women's fiction, or black women's fiction section in most
physical bookstores.
Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board (DSSSB) is
a board that conducts recruitment exams for various
posts under the departments of Government of national
Capital Territory of Delhi. Which takes care of the needs
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of employees
in the NCT Delhi. DSSSB Sub Inspector
(SI) is a state level exam conducted by the Delhi
Subordinate Services Selection Board (DSSSB). DSSSB
will recruit candidates for posts DSSSB SI over 297
vacancies, if you are seeking a good opportunity to
become a government employee then grab this
opportunity by cracking this highly aspired examination.
Successfully train your puppy in just 5 Days with this
essential puppy training guide! As a first-time dog owner,
it can be a challenge to know where to begin. Your new
puppy is developing every day and knowing how to cope
with all the changes isn't always easy! Not to worry
though - this essential 5 day training program has you
covered! 'Puppy Training in 5 Days' is the fastest and
most effective puppy training program which ensures
that your fluffy new friend is off to the healthiest and
happiest start! With a straight forward 'step-by-step'
layout, this easy-to-follow handbook guides you through
all the puppy training essentials from day one. From
house-training and puppy-proofing, to the more technical
side of things such as sleep-training, mastering mustknow commands and obedience training, this training
guide makes everything simple - even if you've never
owned a puppy before! In this book: Puppy Prep 101 everything you need to know when welcoming your
puppy home. Complete 5 Day Program. Expert Advice
on Emotions, Socialization, Common Habits and more.
Full Step-by-Step Instructions. and much more... This is
the most effective puppy training program that sets you
and your puppy up for success in just 5 days!
Celebrated chef Paul Kahan's game plan and recipe
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rustic, super-delicious, low-stress food to
cook for gatherings. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK
TIMES BOOK REVIEW Chicago chef Paul Kahan is
legendary for cooking up amazing food at home while
everyone--including him--is hanging out in the kitchen,
talking, and having a great time. Cooking for Good Times
shares Kahan's best secrets for low-stress cooking for
friends and family, using his program of twelve basic
actions to mix and match (such as "Roast Some Roots,
"Make Some Grains," "Braise a Pork Shoulder," and
"Make a Simple Dessert"). In every chapter, Kahan gives
six to eight customizations for each core recipe for ways
to make dishes seem new. Simple recommendations for
wine and beer styles to pour remove the fuss over
beverage options. With recipes ranging from Roasted
Chicken with Smashed Potatoes and Green Sauce to
Farro with Roasted Cauliflower and Oranges and Steak
with Radicchio and Honey-Roasted Squash, plus more
than 125 mouth-watering photographs, Kahan's
playbook is guaranteed to make hosting more relaxing,
fun, and delicious.

Envious of her best friends lavish lifestyle, a young
woman wonders how different her life would be if
she had an opportunity to change her past.
The Great British Bake Off is a glorious celebration
of Britain's favourite pastime. As the series has
shown us, baking is the perfect way to mark an
occasion - to celebrate, to congratulate and reward,
and to lift spirits. This new book is inspired by the
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wonderful creations from The Great British Bake Off
'Showstopper Challenge'. Covering a wide range of
bakes from large and small cakes, biscuits and
cookies, sweet and savoury pastry, puddings,
breads and patisserie, this book will show you how
to bake beautiful, enticing recipes to wow at every
occasion. There are dainty cupcakes for afternoon
tea, quick bakes perfect for bake sales, school fairs
or coffee with friends, mouthwatering desserts,
breads and pastry recipes for lunches and dinner
parties, and some really special bakes for birthdays
and festive celebrations throughout the year. This
recipe book will show you how to make your bake
extra special, from exciting finishes using chocolate
curls and ribbons and spun sugar to simple ideas for
icing, shaping and decorating, so you can bring a
touch of magic to any bake. Great British Bake Off
also includes the 'Best of the Bake-off' - the finest
recipes from the new set of Great British Bake Off
amateur bakers, and all of Mary Berry and Paul
Hollywood's Technical Challenges from the series. If
you learned How to Bake from last year's cook book,
Showstoppers will take you to the next level of skill,
and combined with a dazzling new design and
superb photography, this will be an irresistible gift for
yourself or someone else.
A tool to help gain momentum and clarity in the
sometimes-confusing maze called life and work. The
book covers subjects as diverse as parenting,
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finances, relationships, career, and more.
Our choices seal our fate. Hannah Reed is about to
learn just how important one little decision can be.
Hannah's plans for a nice, quiet senior year of high
school are rapidly disintegrating. It all starts when
she innocently bursts in on Ethan Flynn in the
change room of the clothing store where she works.
Ethan's presence in Hannah's world is subtle but
constant, and when he saves her life, they become
linked by the workings of an ancient society and
Ethan's sworn duty to protect Hannah. Working
together to figure out what destiny wants with
Hannah, the two of them stumble on a baffling
mystery that leaves even Ethan questioning what is
in store for her future. With Ethan's help, Hannah
learns there is far more to this life, to her life, than
she ever realized. As they attempt to untangle
Hannah's unique past and emerging abilities, an
unknown danger from Ethan's past looms ever
closer. While racing to put together the pieces of the
puzzle before it's too late, Hannah wrestles with the
idea that she is anything but average, and that
perhaps she is also more to Ethan than just a job.
Hleo is the first book in the series with the same
name. A story of destiny and how one decision can
change everything. When you buy a copy of Hleo,
your one decision also has the ability to change the
lives of others across the globe. $3.00CAD from
every copy of Hleo purchased goes towards the
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amazing efforts of the Because I am a Girl Education
initiative. Fighting to bring literacy and safe learning
resources to girls living in some of the poorest
nations in this world.
A REESE WITHERSPOON BOOK CLUB PICK! “Tia
Williams’ book is a smart, sexy testament to Black
joy, to the well of strength from which women draw,
and to tragic romances that mature into second
chances. I absolutely loved it.”— Jodi Picoult, #1 NYT
bestselling author of The Book of Two Ways and
Small Great Things Seven days to fall in love, fifteen
years to forget, and seven days to get it all back
again... Eva Mercy is a single mom and bestselling
erotica writer who is feeling pressed from all sides.
Shane Hall is a reclusive, enigmatic, award?winning
novelist, who, to everyone's surprise, shows up in
New York. When Shane and Eva meet unexpectedly
at a literary event, sparks fly, raising not only their
buried traumas, but the eyebrows of the Black
literati. What no one knows is that fifteen years
earlier, teenage Eva and Shane spent one crazy,
torrid week madly in love. While they may be
pretending not to know each other, they can't deny
their chemistry—or the fact that they've been secretly
writing to each other in their books through the
years. Over the next seven days, amidst a steamy
Brooklyn summer, Eva and Shane reconnect—but
Eva's wary of the man who broke her heart, and
wants him out of the city so her life can return to
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normal. Before Shane disappears though, she needs
a few questions answered... With its keen
observations of creative life in America today, as well
as the joys and complications of being a mother and
a daughter, Seven Days in June is a hilarious,
romantic, and sexy?as?hell story of two writers
discovering their second chance at love.
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